This paper describes a computationally inexpensive approach to learning and identification of maneuverable terrain to aid autonomous navigation. We adopt a monocular vision based framework, using a single consumer grade camera as the primary sensor, and model the terrain as a Mixture of Gaussians. Self-supervised learning is used to identify navigable terrain in the perception space. Training data is obtained using pre-filtered pixels, which correspond to near-range traversable terrain. The scheme allows for on-line, and in-motion update of the terrain model. The pipeline architecture used in the proposed algorithm is made amenable to real-time implementation by restricting computations to bit-shifts and accumulate operations. Color based clustering using dominant terrain texture is then performed in perception sub-space. Model initialization and update follows at the coarse scale of an octave image pyramid, and is back projected onto the original fine scale. We present results of terrain learning, tested in heterogeneous environments, including urban road, suburban parks, and indoors. Our scheme provides orders of magnitude improvement in time complexity, when compared to existing approaches reported in literature.
Introduction
This paper describes a Computer Vision algorithm developed to identify navigable terrain, for autonomous rover operation in unknown environments. Autonomous rovers deployed on remote planetary surfaces, to function as surrogate explorers need to be endowed with the ability of in-motion mapping and localization. This capability is central to the mission objectives which decides the system configuration and payload. The utility of such intelligent systems lie in minimal query and decision support from an Earth based mission operator.
For successful exploration of the environment, the perception module should be able to distinguish between regions of free-space, from those corresponding to obstacles. Additionally, practical concerns impact the choice of the sensor suite based on size, power, and operability constraints ( [21] ). The on-board scientific instrumentation, specific to the mission, are allocated significant pay-load volume, weight, and power resources. The perception subsystem, in turn, is constrained for minimization of operability, power budget, and on-board computational resources. This motivates our case to investigate methodologies for optimizing the perception module. In this paper, we restrict the sensor suite a single consumer grade camera, with a proximity -213 DOI 10.2478/jaiscr-2014-0014 sensor for near-range obstacle detection. We restrict our investigation to enhancing monocular vision based algorithms. Use of multiple sensors and probabilistic multi-sensor data fusion though necessary in applications of this complexity, is not included in the scope of this work.
Terrain characterization, typical for navigation applications, is associated with the relief profile, rock abundance, and soil granularity [10] . In the monocular framework, these engineering parameters are associated with models in the perceptual space, such as terrain hue and color. A limited Earth based solution is to use a-prior terrain models, trained using examples of off-line data, an approach adopted by [8] . However, such classifiers when restricted to a finite number of learned models, become error prone with illumination and terrain surface variations over the mission lifetime.
An on-line terrain classification scheme in perception space is proposed by [7] . This system is similar to our perception architecture, and learns color models of navigable terrain using self supervised learning. The significant difference between the two, is at the training stage. The work by [7] relies on using a laser scanner to identify navigable regions in perception space. Our proposed scheme, is restricted to monocular vision, and emphasizes computationally inexpensive methods, that are orders of magnitude faster than previous approaches. To overcome the limitations of algorithms proposed in literature, and achieve implementation amenable to real-time resource constraints, we propose schemes that adapt to in-motion learning of terrain types. Figure 1 shows typical terrain in different environments. Our approach relies on a self-supervised learning algorithm, trained by prefiltering pixels in the perception space. The prefiltered pixels are assumed to correspond to regions of free-space immediately in front of the rover. The vision algorithm learns dominant colors, as a Mixture of Gaussians. We propose sub-space clustering, implemented using bit-shifts, to learn color models of maneuverable regions. Additionally, a horizon detection scheme restricts the model update related computation to the ground region. The combined strategies of learning models in scale space, with look-up tables to establish the pixel-wise mapping between scales, allows for real-time throughput which is orders of magnitude faster as compared to the technique given in [7] .
Previous Work
Previous work in learning models to represent terrain, are a part of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) programs. Other programs include a terrain classification module targeted at driver assistance systems and autonomous vehicles.
The reader is directed towards the survey paper by [9] for early work in vision based mobile robot navigation. The authors describe perception schemes successful terrain learning schemes, applicable in both structured and unstructured environments.
More recently, three DARPA programs, namely the Grand Challenge (DGC -2004), the Urban Challenge (DUC -2007), and Learning Applied to Ground Vehicles (LAGR -2004 (LAGR - -2008 were involved with autonomous mobile robot navigation ( [13] ).
The DGC involved autonomous driving across 132 miles of desert terrain, the results of which are summarized by [5] . The winner of the DGC was Stanford University's team. The architecture describing Stanley, the team's entry is described by [20] . The vision module ( [7] ), enabled far-range Previous work in learning models to represent terrain, are a part of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) programs. Other programs include a terrain classification module targeted at driver assistance systems and autonomous vehicles.
The reader is directed towards the survey paper by [9] for early work in vision based mobile robot navigation.
terrain classification using probabilistic data-fusion across a laser range finder, and monocular vision. Training data is delineated by the laser scanner, to identify traversable terrain in front of the robot. Subsequently, pixels corresponding to the training region are used to model terrain. The solution allows the vehicle to identify far-range navigable terrain, while driving at high speed.
The DUC involved autonomous navigation in urban environments. The teams had to complete a circuit spanning 96 km, while obeying traffic rules, avoiding other competitors, and moving traffic (Editorial, J. Field Robotics [2] ). Additionally, vehicles had to accurately localize the curb, relative to the road, to avoid rollover. The typical solution used by teams included stereo-vision, GPS based localization, and laser scanners to successfully maneuverer the urban environment. Carnegie Mellon Universitys Boss, won the DUC, and the robot architecture is described by ( [22] ). The perception system employs a sensor layer, and a fusion layer. An object hypothesis set is used in dynamic obstacle detection and tracking, and is updated using the sensor layer. The fusion layer implements global classification and object management, for successful navigation on urban roads. LAGR ( [12] , [13] ), led teams into terrain learning in outdoor, unstructured environments. The LAGR platform was equipped with stereo-vision, proximity-sensors, inertial measurement unit, and infrared rangefinders. The nature of forested terrain and dense foliage led to the development of techniques for in-motion terrain learning ( [23] ). The technique employs three stages : feature learning, feature training, and terrain prediction. Feature learning is performed by identification of points which correspond to the ground plane, using LI-DAR data. The training stage uses a visual classifier to label obstacles, and regions of free-space. This is followed by the predictive stage, which allows for high speed terrain recognition. [11] employs labels from the stereo-camera, which are used to train a deep hierarchical network, and predict realtime traversibility. [3] describe methods to shortrange and long-range terrain classification. The long-range terrain classification is image-based and learns geometry-based terrain appearance.
All of the above solutions, emphasize use of multiple sensors, and multi sensor data-fusion techniques. Consequently, are not directly applicable to our monocular vision framework.
Contributions
The key-contributions of this work lie in:
-Monocular vision based terrain learning.
-Speedup of upto 60x in pixel labeling, processing real-time HD video.
-Computationally inexpensive terrain model and update.
-Pipeline based perception architecture -sequential individual stages and pixel level parallelization.
-Computations restricted to integer-onlyarithmetic, and bit-shift based clustering.
Algorithm Description
The monocular vision perception scheme is a pipeline based design. The individual stages in the pipeline are amenable to parallelization, for operations at the pixel level, as shown in Figure 2 E Scoring pixels in perception space, by learned models.
We describe each stage of the pipeline individually.
Formation of octave pyramid
An image pyramid as shown in figure 3 , is formed for each frame f , in the incoming video feed. Such a pyramid representation, denoted by g k , at level k is helpful, since the search space for color based clustering is smaller at the coarser level of the pyramid. Decimation is performed for each image, to reduce the resolution. We formulate the downsampling scheme as described by [18] . The original image, f , is convolved with a low-pass filter, h (to avoid aliasing), evaluated at every r th sample. Pixel coordinates are denoted by the ordered-pain (i, j). The decimation process is implemented using (1) .
Where the smoothing kernel h(k, l) is the binomial filter, introduced by [6] . We use the binomial kernel as in 2. Figure 3 . A short section of DNA: two nucleotide aggregates
The convolution operation can be implemented using bit-shifts and addition operations, and is computationally inexpensive. This is illustrated in figure 4. In our specific implementation, we choose 5 levels for the pyramid. At the coarse scale, the image is 1 32 times the original size. Color based clustering is now performed on the coarse scale of the octave pyramid.
Pre-filtering near-range pixels
This section is based on our previous work in [15] . Our perception scheme assumes the following properties of the environment: -Obstacles are different in color, from the dominant terrain shade.
-The immediate vicinity, of 50cm, in front of the rover is navigable.
The justification for the premise in our argument, lies in the fact that we operate a proximity sensor, for near-range obstacle detection. The proximity sensor module is functionally independent of the perception module, and triggers the control mechanism to execute a turn-in-place maneuver, till a clear field of view is obtained. The discussion of near-field obstacle avoidance control schemes is beyond the scope of this paper.
A computationally inexpensive pre-filter is used to identify pixels at the coarse level, which correspond to navigable terrain. The details of our previous approach [15] is summarized below.
The pre-filter stage is implemented using Region of Interest (ROI) based processing. The ROI operator is a rectangular window X, of dimension ule ( [7] ), enabled far-range terrain classification using probabilistic data-fusion across a laser range finder, and monocular vision. Training data is delineated by the laser scanner, to identify traversable terrain in front of the robot. Subsequently, pixels corresponding to the training region are used to model terrain. The solution allows the vehicle to identify far-range navigable terrain, while driving at high speed.
The DUC involved autonomous navigation in urban environments. The teams had to complete a circuit spanning 96 km, while obeying traffic rules, avoiding other competitors, and moving traffic (Editorial, J. Field Robotics [2] ). Additionally, vehicles had to accurately localize the curb, relative to the road, to avoid rollover. The typical solution used by teams included stereo-vision, GPS based localization, and laser scanners to successfully maneuverer the urban environment. Carnegie Mellon Universitys Boss, won the DUC, and the robot architecture is described by ( [22] ). The perception system employs a sensor layer, and a fusion layer. An object hypothesis set is used in dynamic obstacle detection and tracking, and is updated using the sensor layer. The fusion layer implements global classification and object management, for successful navigation on urban roads. LAGR ( [12] , [13] ), led teams into terrain learning in outdoor, unstructured environments. The LAGR platform was equipped with stereo-vision, proximity-sensors, inertial measurement unit, and infrared rangefinders. The nature of forested terrain and dense foliage led to the development of techniques for in-motion terrain learning ( [23] ). The technique employs three stages : feature learning, feature training, and terrain prediction. Feature learning is performed by identification of points which correspond to the ground plane, using LIDAR data. The training stage uses a visual classifier to label obstacles, and regions of free-space. This is followed by the predictive stage, which allows for high speed terrain recognition. [11] employs labels from the stereo-camera, which are used to train a deep hierarchical network, and predict real-time traversibility. [3] describe methods to short-range and long-range terrain classification. The long-range terrain classification is image-based and learns geometry-based terrain appearance.
Contributions
The key-contributions of this work lie in: -Monocular vision based terrain learning.
-Speedup of upto 60x in pixel labeling, processing realtime HD video. -Computationally inexpensive terrain model and update.
-Computations restricted to integer-only-arithmetic, and bit-shift based clustering.
Formation of octave pyramid
Where the smoothing kernel h(k, l) is the binomial filter, introduced by [6] . We use the binomial kernel as in 2.
The convolution operation can be implemented using bit-shifts and addition operations, and is computationally inexpensive. This is illustrated in figure 4 . In our specific 2 p x 2 q , as shown in figure 5 . In our specific implementation, we choose the window to be a size 64 x 128 pixels, at the fine scale. Additionally, we adopt the following convention in our discussion:
-µ X − Mean of the ROI.
-P(x u,v )− Image histogram, at the pixel intensity value x u,v .
The mean pixel value in the active window is given by (3):
Mean:
To reduce the computational complexity, the ROI is a window of size size 64 x 128 pixels. Consequently the above equation reduces to an accumulate step in (4), and a bit shift in (5).
Accumulate:
For the window size as above, we require a 11 bit right-shift for division as in (5) .
The computation of pixel mean, is used in the cluster initialization stage, as described next. Perceptible quality degradation, and false contouring occurs after 5 shifts. Consequently we choose b=4, a trade-off between computation throughput and perceptual image quality.
The discussion of near-field obstacle avoidance control schemes is beyond the scope of this paper. A computationally inexpensive pre-filter is used to identify pixels at the coarse level, which correspond to navigable terrain. The details of our previous approach [15] is summarized below.
The pre-filter stage is implemented using Region of Interest (ROI) based processing. The ROI operator is a rectangular window X, of dimension 2 p x 2 q , as shown in figure 5 . In our specific implementation, we choose the window to be a size 64 x 128 pixels, at the fine scale.
Formally, let {( Additionally, we adopt the following convention in our discussion:
Accumulate: The original and bit-shifted versions of the image are shown in (a)-(e). ntouring occurs after 5 shifts. Consequently we choose b=4, a trade-off tual image quality.
ance control A computatify pixels at able terrain. summarized g Region of operator is a , as shown in e choose the ne scale.
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Accumulate: 
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Mishra P., Viswanathan A. The pre-filter stage, allows for cluster initialization using the dominant terrain color. Subsequently, we operate on a perception sub-space, T ⊂ X. Individual pixels, t(u, v) ∈ T correspond to bit-shifted versions of x(u, v). We define a scalar shift operator b to obtain t(u, v) ← x(u, v) b, which is a bitshifted version of x. Consequent the mapping on T is defined by X b − → T . This pre-processing before clustering, reduces the search space from 2 24 for the standard 24 bit representation of color images, to 2 (24−3b) unique combinations of colors. In our implementation, we set b to 4. This choice led to substantial improvement in computation throughput, while maintaining sufficient resolution in color space, with distinguishing features. K-means clustering (Duda and Hart [1] ) is performed on the m training examples. Specifically, the training data set is {t (1) ,t (2) , . . . ,t (m) } ∈ T .
Clustering in Perception Space
The cluster initialization is performed for each of the K cluster centroids {µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ K ∈ R 3 }. µ 1 is set to the mean µ X , and each of the rest µ k are randomly initialized.
The cluster assignment step, for the i th training example is indexed by (6) .
Subsequently, the move centroid step is performed using (7) .
The cost function which is minimized is given by (8) .
At this stage of the pipeline, we have K-color clusters, which become training models representative of navigable terrain, as shown in figure 6 . We use this data, and a past history of the color clusters, to update the terrain model. bit right-
Horizon detection
e cluster ion using e operate al pixels,
example (6) ed using (7) y (8).
r clusters, f navigadata, and a past history of the color clusters, to update the terrain model.
To update the model, we score individual pixels in the visual field, based on computation of a distance metric from each cluster center. To reduce the number of computations, pixels which comprise of the sky region, are removed using a horizon detection scheme. Horizon detection, is performed at the coarse scale by thresholding pixel intensity values. To update the model, we score individual pixels in the visual field, based on computation of a distance metric from each cluster center. To reduce the number of computations, pixels which comprise of the sky region, are removed using a horizon detection scheme. Horizon detection, is performed at the coarse scale by thresholding pixel intensity values. The variance of the dominant color model, which corresponds to the ROI, is computed using (9) .
We apply a thresholding scheme for pixels falling within two standard deviations of the mean in the active window, denoted by g horizon .
0, otherwise.
(10) The horizon in this case is defined as the row of pixels in g horizon which have the largest occurrence of zeros, or minimal sum. Formally, the horizon H, for an n x m image is defined as a collection of pixels at row u h :
u h is obtained using (11) .
This scheme is limited to instances where a clear horizon is defined in color space, it fails when the rover is turning. In such scenarios, u h gets assigned to null, and the horizon detection stage is skipped in the overall pipeline. g horizon is updated according to (12) . Figure 7 shows images, after the horizon removal has been performed. We now have our training data ready, to update the Mixture of Gaussians.
Individual pixels in the visual field are scored based on the Mahalanobis distance from the learned models. At this stage, we have K color clusters, characterized by their mean µ, covariance ∑, and number of pixels in the cluster, or cluster mass, ω. In addition to the K training models, we have N learned models, which incorporate the past history of dominant terrain color, with N > K.
Initially, all the N learned models are null. Model update occurs, if there is an overlap between the k th training model, and n th learned model, according to (13) (where subscripts T denotes one of the K training models, and L denotes a learned model N). These equations are reproduced from research by [7] , with modification to reduce computation cost.
We restrict the covariance matrix to be diagonal, and save computation time associated with full covariance matrix inversion.
When the condition in 13 is satisfied, the learned model is updated. The update equations are as in (14)- (16):
Scoring pixels in perception space
If the current training mode does not match any of the learned models, as per (13) , then the model update is performed using (17) .
This summarizes the scoring mechanism and learning scheme, to incorporate a history of terrain color in the perception scheme. Figure 8 shows learning dominant color models, in an indoor environment. 
Experiments
We validate the proposed scheme on several standard databases, across indoor and outdoor environments. Figure 9 is representative of typical test scenarios. Additionally, we also compare the proposed approach to labeling training data by [7] , using the Microsoft R Kinect TM Sensor, as our range finder. A brief description of the datasets and experimental setup follows. Figure 10 shows our experimental rover platform on which we implemented our vision system.
Description of Datasets
We chose to validate terrain learning on heterogeneous illumination conditions, varying obstacle field configurations, and diverse environment dynamism. The standard data bases include monocular urban road sequences, from the RAT-SLAM field experiments as described by [4] . The dataset, comprises of several miles of urban road, and includes moving vehicles and pedestrians during different times of the day. Figure 10 . The 'Freelancer,' a custom built robotic platform, equipped with a camera and proximity sensors, is used for field testing our perception scheme.
The New College Dataset, is a collection at Oxford, for vision and mobile robot research. The dataset comprises of images captured from an omnidirectional camera, a laser ranger, and stereo imagery, over the college's grounds and neighboring parks. We validate our algorithm using the vision data, captured by the Ladybug platform. The dataset is described in [17] .
For validation in the indoor environment, we run tests on the standard IDOL2(Image Database for rObot Localization) database. A formal description is available by [14] . The dataset incorporates several trials under varying illumination conditions: cloudy, sunny, and at night. Additionally, the the data is scattered with instances of moving people.
The above datasets span structured outdoor and indoor environments. Additional experiments, in unstructured environments were also conducted. The dataset, populated at The Cubbon Park, in Bangalore, offered several navigable terrain profiles. We demonstrate the efficacy of the method, on a walkway, in a bamboo forest, and on dirt and grass terrain at the park. We describe the outcome of the experiments, based on absolute pixel misclassification error in the following section.
Experiments
We validate the proposed scheme on several standard databases, across indoor and outdoor environments. Figure 9 is representative of typical test scenarios. Additionally, we also compare the proposed approach to labeling training data by [7] , using the Microsoft R of the datasets and experimental setup follows. Figure  10 shows our experimental rover platform on which we implemented our vision system.
Description of Datasets
We chose to validate terrain learning on heterogeneous illumination conditions, varying obstacle field configurations, and diverse environment dynamism. The standard data bases include monocular urban road sequences, from the RAT-SLAM field experiments as described by [4] . The dataset, comprises of several miles of urban road, and includes moving vehicles and pedestrians during different times of the day.
For validation in the indoor environment, we run tests on the standard IDOL2(Image Database for rObot Localization) database. A formal description is available by [14] . The dataset incorporates several trials under varying Figure 10 : The 'Freelancer,' a custom built robotic platform, equipped with a camera and proximity sensors, is used for field testing our perception scheme. 
Experiments
We validate the proposed scheme on several standard databases, across indoor and outdoor environments. Figure 9 is representative of typical test scenarios. Additionally, we also compare the proposed approach to labeling training data by [7] , using the Microsoft R The New College Dataset, is a collection at Oxford, for vision and mobile robot research. The dataset comprises of images captured from an omnidirectional camera, a laser ranger, and stereo imagery, over the college's grounds and neighboring parks. We validate our algorithm using the vision data, captured by the Ladybug platform. The dataset is described in [17] .
Training Stage Validation
In this section we describe comparing our method, with the standard implementation using a laser range finder, by [7] . The pixels, chosen as training samples are delineated navigable, by parsing through range finder data. The Kinect sensor, captures three dimensional scene depth, upto 10 meters from the current position of the sensor. The point cloud , is a collection of samples, To obtain training samples, the authors [7] , model the height difference uncertainties between samples as a temporal Markov chain. The details of the implementation, that uses a laser scanner, and 6 degree of freedom pose estimator ( [19] ). We simplify the procedure, by thresholding the point cloud, to restrict data to near-range navigable terrain. Formally, we define an threshold d th computed using (18) . The choice of the exponential function is motivated from our previous investigation into learning from raw-sensor depth ( [16] ), where the parameters a and b are learned at system initialization.
d th = ae bz (18) Point cloud filtering is performed to obtain pixel locations, (x, y) ∈ X D , of training samples by subspace decomposition. The decomposition is performed according to 19 .
Subsequently, we compare pairwise location correspondence using X D and pre-filtered pixel locations, X in the ROI. Figure 11 shows the precision-recall curve, at d th . Our experimental results suggest that at the worst case, the position difference between pixels in X and X D is limited to 30. 
Results
Our experimental results are summarized in figure 9. Statistics like worst case pixel misclassification, is found in our previous work ( [15] ). The change in frame throughput, using the octave pyramid, bit-shifted perception space, and a combination of both is shown in the graphs below.
The performance curves (figures 12, 13 and 14), show increased throughput by forming the octave pyramid.The time for individual operations in the pipeline is included in table 1. The saving in computation time, is less pronounced when using only the bit-shifted perception subspace. A combination of the two schemes, allows a reduction of 0.8 seconds, at b = 1. Subsequently, we compare pairwise location correspondence using X D and pre-filtered pixel locations, X in the ROI. Figure 11 shows the precision-recall curve, at d th . Our experimental results suggest that at the worst case, the position difference between pixels in X and X D is limited to 30. 
Training Stage Validation
In this section we describe comparing our method, with the standard implementation using a laser range finder, by [7] . The pixels, chosen as training samples are delineated navigable, by parsing through range finder data. The Kinect sensor, captures three dimensional scene depth, upto 10 meters from the current position of the sensor. The point cloud , is a collection of samples,
where d i ∈ R 3 . d i denotes the Cartesian coordinates of a point in space, with reference to camera coordinates at the origin.
To obtain training samples, the authors [7] , model the height difference uncertainties between samples as a temporal Markov chain. The details of the implementation, that uses a laser scanner, and 6 degree of freedom pose estimator ( [19] ).
We simplify the procedure, by thresholding the point cloud, to restrict data to near-range navigable terrain. Formally, we define an threshold d th computed using (18) . The choice of the exponential function is motivated from our previous investigation into learning from raw-sensor depth ( [16] ), where the parameters a and b are learned at system initialization. Subsequently, we compare pairwise location correspondence using X D and pre-filtered pixel locations, X in the ROI. Figure 11 shows the precision-recall curve, at d th .
Our experimental results suggest that at the worst case, the position difference between pixels in X and X D is limited to 30. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have described a computationally inexpensive algorithm to identify navigable terrain, using a color based clustering approach. Additionally, our primary sensing modality, is a single consumer grade web-camera. The proposed monocular vision scheme, is shown to be as effective in delineating training samples, as multi-sensor data fusion from a laser ranger. Table 2 shows the mean error rate of the classifier, based on the experiments we conducted.
The scheme is completely implemented using an integer data-path; employs bit-shifts and accumulate operations. Our perception method, has exponentially faster per frame throughput, compared to the original approach. The computation time is reduced by orders of magnitude, by learning dominant terrain color in bit-shifted perception subspace, at the coarse level of an octave pyramid. Figure 14 . On combining the two schemes, it is evident from the figure, that operating at the coarse level allows for significant reduction in computation overhead. Additionally, a boost (of 0.87 seconds) is obtained by bit-shifting the perception subspace, using b > 2. An overall boost in performance of upto 60x is achieved.
Limitations of the monocular vision framework, lies in misclassifying objects which are similar to the dominant terrain color. Such corner cases violate our assumption of heterogeneous free-space and obstacle color. Specific examples are evident in the case of gray cars misclassified as traversable, on the urban road tests. We acknowledge this limitation in our perception scheme, which makes a strong case for multi-sensor data fusion. The fusion module would operate on a higher hierarchical layer, taking into account the terrain learnt using a single camera, and there are gains to be realized here.
We tested monocular vision based terrain learning in diverse terrain types. Validation spanning variations in obstacle field configuration, illumination conditions, and environment structure, shows the feasibility of our approach.
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using the octave pyramid, bit-shifted perception space, and a combination of both is shown in the graphs below.
The performance curves (figures 12, 13, and 14), show increased throughput by forming the octave pyramid.The time for individual operations in the pipeline is included in table 1. The saving in computation time, is less pronounced when using only the bit-shifted perception subspace. A combination of the two schemes, allows a reduction of 0.8 seconds, at b = 1. Figure 12 : Exponential reduction in processing time, is seen at coarse levels of the octave pyramid.
Conclusion
The scheme is completely implemented using an integer data-path; employs bit-shifts and accumulate operations. Our perception method, has exponentially faster per frame throughput, compared to the original approach. The computation time is reduced by orders of magnitude, by learning dominant terrain color in bit-shifted perception sub-space, at the coarse level of an octave pyramid.
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The scheme is completely implemented using an integer data-path; employs bit-shifts and accumulate operations. Our perception method, has exponentially faster per saturates beyond that value. Choosing b > 5 produces resultant images of poor visual quality. frame throughput, compared to the original approach. The computation time is reduced by orders of magnitude, by learning dominant terrain color in bit-shifted perception sub-space, at the coarse level of an octave pyramid.
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